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MANGLED FOOT TUCKER BOY
IRAILROAD AGENTS AND HiCKERS BIG CROWD
SUPERINTENDEN1
AMPUTATED GIVEN LECTURE
WERE FINED IN REBATE CASES
TOMORROW IS AILING AGAIN
WILLIAM SINES
ING

STREET

HURT DUR- JUDGE OF JUVENILE COURT
LET HIM GO THIS
TIME.

V.-ACON COLLISION .

MRS. JOHNSON QUALIFIED
ACCIDENT OCCURRED AT
FOR HUSBAND'S ESTATE
THIRD AND JACKSON
MURRELL THE SUIT OF LOEB-BLOOM
AGAINST WILLIAM PARWILL WAIT BEFORE CUTHAM WAS COMTING BULLET FROM
PROMISED
M'KINLEY.

CHIEF

SURGEON

-Charles Boone, Wife and Child Have Referee Bagby Ordered That the
Perishable Portion of Joseph
Recovered From Injuries and
Wood-wards Grocery Stock
Returned Home to GilbertsBe Sold—Courts.
ville—Other Accidents.

HEAVY FINES FOR THE COMPANIES AND IMPRISONMENT BEING LAST DAY OF CHAUALTHOUGH
FOR THE AGENTS—THE CRIME COMMITTED WAS THAT
TAUQUA THOUSANDS
AGED TO
THE R^ADS SHIPPED STUFF UNDER AN OLD RATE FOR
Ve:LL eee2 0e1-2.
THE DEFENDANTS AFTER A NEW AND MUCH HIGHER
RATE FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC HAI) BEEN PRODIOLGATED—ALL THE CASES A PPEALED.

Kansas City, June 22.—In the
United States district court here today Judge Smith MicPherson of Red
Oak, Ia., passed sentence on the seven defendants recently convicted in
this oourt of inalcing concessions and
accepting and conspiring to accept rebates, on shipments. Judgments, in
the nature of fines, were assessed as
follows:
Swift Sr Co., $15,000; Cudahy Packing Comipany, $15.000; the Armour
Pacesing Company, $15,000; Nelson,
Morris & Co., $15,000; Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy Railway $15,000.
Prison Sentence.
George L. Thomas of New York
was Rived $6,000 and sentenced to
four months in the penitentiary.
L. B. Taggart of New York was
fined $4,000 and sentenced to three
months in the penitentiary.
The fine of $15,000 assessed against

dee, Burlington covered all four
counts, the aggregate amount of the
seven cases totalling $85,00o.
Appeals were filed in each case,
and a stay of execution was granted
until June 29 so they could be perfected. The bonds in the cases. of
Thomas and Taggart were fixed at
$6,000 each. These two men appeared in court personally, and upon being sentenced promptly furnished the
required bond.
The bomis in the
case of the packing companies and
the Burlington were fixed at $i5,000
each.
The sentence was passed in he
various cases, after which motions
for teew trials were made by John C.
Cowan of Omaha ar.el Frank Hagerman of Kansas City for the packers
and by Judge- 0. M. Spencer' of St.
Joseph on behalf of the Burlington
railroad and Thomas and Taggart.
All these motions were overruled.

SICK

HAS

KEEP OUT

MANOF

REV. FATHER NAGLE COMES
TONIGHT FROM HENDERSON MUCH BUILDING WORK
FOR SUMMER PERIOD
PROFESSOR

FLETCPIER MAY
REMAIN TO GIVE INSTRUC- SUPT. HOYER WILL FIND OUT
HOW
MUCH
TRUSTEES
TIONS IF CLASS IS
WANT TO SPEND
GOTTEN UP.
AT THIS.

Ross Crane proved First Class Artist
Supt. Lida Says Ire Deeply Regrets
With His Cartoon Work—SpeNo Relief Is Given Extreme
cial Program Tomorrow
North End Children—PaducahEvening.
ans At University.

Yesterday, in the juvenile court.
Another record.'breaking day is exJudge Lightfoot dismissed Terry
pected
tomorrow at the chautauqua, Supt. Lieb of the schools has
Tucker, a small white boy, who had
sufas in addition to being Sunday, it fered a slight set-back
tried to shoot a playmate named
with his
is the last day of the gathering, and Tress, and
Whitehurst with a revolver several
alehough not confined to
many will be out to take advantage his bed,
day. ago.
is feeling
badly, and
of the opportunity no 'hear the speak- especially
The judge beard the case and
during the warm period.
ers
other
and
interesting features up- He is able
virtually sentenced the boy to the
to be at his office in the
on the program. Last ireelay about
reform school, but as it was his first
Washington building, but is not try5,000
people
were on the grounds, ing
offense and not of a heinous nature,
to do 'much work, and will not
including afternoon and evening,
the judge gave Tucker a good lecture
until he recover his strength.
while
many
as
will be out tomorrow,
and pictuned to him what an awful,
so it is expected, Rev. Father G.
.horeible place the reform school it.
Much Work.
T. Nagle, the celebrated priest from
After lecturing the chap soundly the
Iowa,
arrives
here
Mr.
tonight
Lieb
yesterday said there was
from
Hencourt then released bins with the underson where he 'has been delivering much work -for Supt. Hoyer to do
&standing that he behave himself,
addresses at the cheutauqua now go- during the summer months; roofs
and if he did not be would sorely be
sent to the institution at Lexington. MISS MARY MILES AND JOHN BLAZE STARTED IN LAUNDRY ing on there. He speaks at 2 o'clock need painting, wood work a fresh
tomorrow afternoon on "Lofty Peaks coat, steps and seats repaired, winBUSCH
MARRIED
AT
AND CAUSED Sioo,000
In
American Statesmanship." At 4 dows and doors put in good shape:
Johnson Estate.
CLARKSVILLE.
LOSS.
o'clock he is followed by Ross Crane, Mr. Hoyer tried to get the board
Leah Johnson yesterday qualified,
at
the cartoonist, who arrived from its last regular meeting
in the county coulee as admniistratrix
to do someHenderson and made his first ap- thhing towards
of the estate of her late husband,
informing him wha
Mt. Jessie hurman Entertained Com- Small Fire Occurred at the Com- pearance yesterday
afternoon at elle trustees wanted spent
Mendol Johnson.
and d
plimentary to Miss Eva Duggar
mercial
Club
which time many witnessed his fine in this
Headquarters
respect, but so many oth
of Paris—Dance at Pavilion.
work. Tomorrow evening between
Last Evening.
Hotel Suit Compromised.
attestions were before the body t
and 8 o'clock a special program, arthis was not reached. If the bo
Yesterday, in the court of Judge
ranged by Rev. T. J. Newell of the
wants performed everything pos
Lightfoot, the parties compromised
Mass Mary Miles of this city and
Golconda. Ill., 25 miles above here Broadway Methodist church will be Mr. Hoyer wilt get the men to
the suit of Loeb and Bloom against
d
rendered,
during which time Miss
Mr, John W. Busch of Clarksville, on ttte Ohio river, was visited by a
while to the. reverse he will hold
William Parham Plaintiffs own the
getnenway
appears
fly
special
rethings down k withhit whatever exUnion Central hotel building at Tenn., were married Thursday at 'very dieastrous lire yesterday morn- quest and gives a reading
on "The
penditure she trustees desire made.
Eleventh and Broadway. while Par- Clarksville, Tenn., as shown by the ing, and about $ioceoce worth of Other Wise Man." At 8
o'clock
the
ham had it leased. The place was following telegram received yester- property destroyed. The blaze started last feature of
Mr. Lieb said yesterday that he
the chautuoqua comshortly after 9 o'clock in the laundry mences
closed several weeks ago upon a day:
did not think it would b necessary to
,it
being
the
lecture.
on
"The
Miss Mary Miles, of Paducah, Ky., near the electric light plant along the
rent claim of about Vacs, and when
Jew and His Religion" by 'Rabbi Leo finish op any-new rooms to be put
the litigation was called yesterday was married in this city yesterday river front. The flames quickly" Manrrheimer, who
will arrive ootnor- into nee next fall when school opens.
The leaped from laundry to light plant, row afternoon
for trial the parties annonnced that morning to John W. Busch.
from
Cincinnati. Ohio. Al she rooms aret ali‘dy in eotrintiethey hod conenomised the metier. wedding took place at the home of then . to Watson's hardware store. Tomorrow n igh t or
the
Mbndey
morning: s.an at every buil 'rig, and
the groom's mother, Mrs. Mollie Itierce'S general merchandise estab- Aries
Homenway goes to Wickliffe' North Math ,ptreelf
Pesach, in South Clarksvilk, where lithment, and other
Sell Perishable Stock.
surrounding to visit friends and give a recital. These have some vacant rooms but
the
couple will make their home for stiuctures, all of which were reduced and then goes to Paxton,
Referee Bageby, in the
bankrupt
Ill., where the attendants does not justify any
to ashes, and the contents totally de- she teaches in a college.
court, yesterday directed Trustee A. the present.
She is being finished up for occupancy. Me.
The bride is the pretty seventeen stroyed.
booked for many chautauquas over Lieb expresser deep regret that the
E. Boyd, of the Joseph Woodward
bankruptcy proceeding. to immediate- year old daughter of Mr. R. M. Miles, The fire department and citizens the country this statratter and her trustees did 'hot do something this
ly sell all the perishable goods con- the well known katherwoker and fought the flames bravely, but not .work shows sue will be as success- summer towards erecting a building
Did Not Remove Bullet.
temned it? the grocery stoclo of Wood- confederate veteran of South Fourth until destruction had been accont ful elsewhere, as in Paducah as she on the block of school ground owned
Chief Surgeon Murrell. of the rail- ward, whose ettabliehment is in street of this city. The couple went seeded did the flame succumb to is a thorough mistress of her art.
by the trustees in Faxcin's addition
road hospital, did not cut the bullet Rewtaneitown. The desire is to con- to Metropolis last Wdreesday to get their efforts. It was sometime
Yesterday's program was carried on North Twelfth below Burnett
mn
married, but on account of the the afternoon before the fire was put our in full, with exception of where street: The children from
that ex(Continued on Page Three.)
(Continued on Page Four.)
Superintendent Shaw in delivering treme Northern
tender Ige of the young lady, the out.
end of the city have
his
lecture
on "Jaunts to the Haunts to walk miles to
father prevented the ceremony and
The losers are; Electric light plant
vet to•theit
thy returned here. That night the e25,000; Watson,' hardware
store
(Continued on Page Five.)
young lady started for Louisvilk to $25,cloo; laundry $5,000; two dwellings
(Continued on P(..we Five. )
visit, but by arrangement she and the $to,000; Pierce's store
$15,000;
groom met at a nearby city, and pro- Herter's store $to,000; Lewis' barn
ceeded to Clarksville where the cere- $5,000; Reeves' saloon $5,0oo.
mony was performed.
THE MAYOR STATED HE WOULD SIGN IT THIS MOWING,
Paducah Fire.
AND THEN HAND THE MEASURE TO
Delightful Evening.
CLERK
HENRY
Last evening shortly after 9 o'clock
hAILEY TO RA
1'? PUBLISHED TODAY, WHEN IT THEN
Mr. Jessie Thurman entertained
YEISER WILL CALL BOTH CITY LEGISLA
fire was discovered in the Commer- MAYOR
TIVE
BECOMES EFFECTIVE.
auite a number of friends last evening
• abgwBOARDS TOGETHER IN
cial club office on South Fourth
JOIN
SESSION
SO
FINAL
SETTLEwith
a
delightful
social
••
at their home street
/Alt& st•
between Broadway and KenMENT CAN BE MADE OF EXASPER
adjoining the St. Nicholas hotel on
ATING PROPOSITION.
tucky avenue, but it was detected in
South
Third street.
Miss
Eva its infancy,
Mayor Yeiser now has in his hands boards, yesterday announced that he
and quick work of the
Hugger, of Paris, Tenn., the guest of
the ordinance providing that saloons had not yet conferred with the baldepartment extinguished the flame
'Mayor N'eists will call the coun- This
his sisters, was the honored guest,
scares away the farmer who
that started in a corner of the front cil and alder-men
of this city shall eliese each. night st ance of the committeemen regarding and a happy time had
tog'eth'er as a com- might come to town once a week
by the jolly room. it
the evening h will call them together
was among some papers. mittee of the
12 o'clock, and not open the doors
crowd
whole next week for with his prodluce. in this manner the
next week for purpose of hearing
The lose will probably be something
the
again until 5 o'clock the 104wing whatever complaints
purpose
of
settling the huckster hucksters monopolize the market and
like $5o, caused mostly
or protests may
by the
Dance
at
Pavilion.
license. controversy. He will prob- prices charging what they want to.
morning, The mayor is now going be lodged with the committee, rewater thrown into the office.
One of the legislative boards
A
large
crowd
of
young
society
ably call the session *about Tueselet at 'Ae an oestsuance reigaling has
over the provisions carefull to see questing that this sub-body eecomITrdnesday
, t
that everything is all right; and will
evening, the time tie- license and letting the tmeketer and
renewal of licenses of certain mg at Wallace park pavilion.
mg
detrmined by the night the joint farmer do busineas without paying,
this morning attach to the document
saloons over the city be rejected the
license committee gathers to hear while the other city body refuses to
his signature which makes the act .first Monday night in
saloon proteste, as the mayor wall repeal and as the opinions stand diJuly by the POLICE RAID TORONTO
a law. On signing 'the document to- council, and the following Thursday
POOL-ROOM.
select an evening other than that vided, the mayor will call ell twenty
named by the license committee in of the legislators together so they
Indianapolis, Ind., 22.—On corn
day the mayor will pass it back to evening by the aldermen. Chairman
'
,
More Than One Hundred and Fifty
order
that members can be present. can, in joint meeting, decide what
Hubbard
will
within
the
next
plaint
day
of
or
the
Central Trust company
C'ty Clerk Henry Bailey who will
The huekster proposition has been skull be done with the proposition.
two see the other committeemen and
Men
of
Are
New York, Henry C. Paul, of
Arrested.
have it published. It is then a law
a knotty problem for years. The In this manner they will obviate the
then have the session called for some
Fort Wayne, was today appointed re- men following this ,business go possibility of the alderman in sepand all saloons will have to abide evening suitable to all,
as it is the
Toronto, Girt., June 22..—The police
by it.
ceiver of the Fort Wayne Gas com- through the surrounding country. arate session taking action one wiy
desire that every member be present, yesterday raided twenty pool-r
ooms
The measure was given its final in order they can canvass
the situa- and hand-book betting concerns in pany of Fort Wayne. Tete complaint buy up all the eggs, poultry, butter on the proposition anti then the counrestage by the aldermeie Thursday tion well, hear the
and other produce, and bring it to cil deciding to the reverse.
nature of all pro- the business part of the city. More was based on the charge that the
this city where they virtually control
evening, and yeeterday Clerk Bailey tests, and then be
Mayor Yeller reported to the alfn a position to than tso men were arrested.
company had defaulted the payment the market on these articles. The dermen that
handed it to the president of the say whether they shall
the hucksters were not
recommend
cuf $6o,boo interest due January I, on city now charges them a $25 yearly only satisfied with the $25 license,
council, and acting president of alder- rejection or not of the
Declines Democratic
licenses.
license, and the courts have con- but hied expressed a desire to see it
men, who signed their times.
Probabilities' are this meeting be
Nomination For Governor. a pond issue .of $2,0430,000, running strtsed that anybody doing this char- raised to $5o per year, as this would
Last night wee the last time the held either Tuesday
fm 1895 to w.25, of which the trust acter of business, whether
or Wednesday
on a large shut everybody out of the business*
saloons can keep open aPter
Saginaw, Mich., June 22.—Woott12 evening, and it is also possible a numcompany was trustee.
or small scale, comes under the head hut them, because they are the only
bridge N. Ferriss of Big Rapids,
o'clock, as this evening they have to bee of licenses will
be -ken away as
of a lex-teeter and have to pay the ones following this line on a sufnominated. for governor a eacond
close at that haus- on account of to- many are to
be pro* ved, while the
r
a
i
t
h
S
license to transact business in _tb ficiently large and remunerative 'cale
and
Abner
Arrested.
time by the Democrats at last
morrow being Sunday, and remain committee will also
coneider the in- week's
to justify paying a big license.
election, has declined the
Jackson, Ky...eiteme 22.—John Smith city.
closed until 5 o'clock Monday ntorn- formation„ now being
grelhet up
It is now stated that the huckGreat complaints have been made
nomination, saying that there is not lpd John Abtalit were arrested
ing.
this sters go throegh the ceuntry and
The police, showing what *omit
months eewardiner the heeksters
enonseht
for
enthusiasm
°ming by !levity Sheriff Shade
among the peo'Chairman Samuel II uhlterriVof els4 have perntitted women
warn the farmer ag,aiet bringing his and the extortionate prices for the
to visit *ern, ple to warrant him in runnig
for
'gate
on a warrant for the murder eggs, chickens, etc., to the city,
gdvlicense committee for littkiegislativoi and also let fernaleit
as lie good's they control, and which calla
live upiiairs..
eror.
Dr. 'Cox.
will have to pay the las license. turners are bound to have.
As elle result of a street car crashing into an ice evaglan at Third and
Jackson 6treets, Wilflitm Sines, of the
Tenneesee House on Second. near
Kentucky avenue, lies at Riverside
hospital mime his left foot that 1% AS
amputated. Sam Gordon, of no I-a
Kentucky avenue, is laid up with
bruises and also James P. O'Neill.
Gordon drives the ion wagon for
G. W. Robertson, while O'Neill and
Sines were on elle step at the rear
end of the wagon. The wagon was
going out Jackeon street about 9
o'clock yesterday morning, and started across Third, when street car No.
58 crashed into it, the car going
south towards Jersey with Motorman
Ed Russell and Conductor Frank
Golighely in charge.
The motorman did not ring his
bell, so state the ice men, and when
the car came bearing down at a high
rate of speed they did not know of
its presence until it was right on the
wagon The motorman then yelled,
but it was too late, the car striking
the side of the wagon, which was
crtsehed and thrown out of the way,
while the mutes were badly cut about
the lesrs and body.
Gordon was
pitched from his seat and badly
bruised. while O'Neill satotained bad
bruiser also. When the car struck
the vehicle Sines was thrown right
in front of the car wheels that caught
his foot and mangled it in such a
manner that amputation was necessary. The car dash-brute{ and platfonmi waa damaged a
The motrirmn claims he rang the
be41 hut the ice men say the first
warning came in the yell at them,
but it was then too late.

LOCKSMITH
LARGE FIRE
LAUGHED AT AT GOLCONDA

4111•1•1•m••

Ordinance Compelling Saloons to
Close Each Night at Twelve O'clock

Decision to Be Made in
the Huckster License Matter

APPOINTS RECEIVER FOR
FT. WAYNE GAS PLANT

i
l

by

Aid

4

wee e

NOTICEen
FIX STREETS

'."..'•W_.."1"1"171.4".."."4"11"

PW.W.....'7.

SUIT AGAINST
'
BISHOP HENDRIX
Case of Av. Osbron of Murray Will
Open at Kennett, M.

6t1 IHRouGH

lowing have been overwhelmingly
defeated,
l
So with the drift of the tidal wave
of political reform throughout the i
country and. with the unmistakable
expression in condemnation of graft
and corruption and abuse of public
trust% th4 peopile of these remote
ARE STILL THE LEADERS OF and sometimes unnoti
ced sections
are lending some force to the upBREATHITT COUNTY
heaval and tide.
DEMOCRATIC MAMAY MARK JEWISH EPOCH
CHINE.

HAWSES HUD
UPPER HAND

Kennett, MO., June 21—The Sze,000 damage suit of the Reverend AnOFFICIAL DOCUMENT SERVED drew 'F. ()Anon ministeein the
Methodist Episcopal church, sou.th,
ON CONTRACTOR TERand former pastor of the church in
RELL YESTERDAY.
BY USING THE
Jachson, M.o., against Bishop Eugene R. Rendeix of Kansas City, will
be called in the circuit court of
If He Does Not Comply With the Dneklin county tomorrow before
Plan to Change Day of Worship to
Jusage James L.'Fort.
Instructions the City Will Fix
Come Before Rabbis.
Prepar
ing
to
Fight Bitterly Against
Many prominent Mlethodist diIt and He Charged Cost.
vines have arrived in this city and.
Byrd's Plans to Go to
Chicago, June 22,—An attempt to
will be witnesses in the case, which
have the Jews gather in their syna•
Congr
ess.
was brought, following the meeting
gogites and worship on Sunday inYesterday the board of • public of the St. Louis conference in Castead of Saturday will be madteat the
works bad its official notice served ruthers/vine last year, when the RevJackson, Ky., June 2i.—It is in- sIxteenth annual convention, of the
upon Contractor Edward C. Terrell, es-teect M. Oebron Was retired from
deed
difficult now to foretell the central conference of American rabbis,
who constructed the brick streets on the active ministry and located withFifth, Foueth and Third street be- out his request on the charge that he coming political events as regards which will convene in Indianapolis on
tween • Jefferson and- -Kentuelty--anee had abandoned his pastorate in Jack- Breathitt and adjoining counties in July 1.
c.oming._and
elections.. Should the conference deem the
nee. This notice informed him that son
without the consik 754- -the
Proba
bly
the
best
way
'bisho
to
judge is to -change- wise-it needed -mean- the Meala
if he did not repair the many bad
p.
places in the paved thoroughfares in
'ere. Osbrou bases his suit mote take the past year's events as a basis. eon of Saturday worship in the
the next five days that the board of the action of Bishop Hendrix in ap- The election of loos in Breathitt temples and synagogues in the oenworks would have it done and then pointing a committee to investigate county was not a formal 'expression tral states, for the body is an advischarge the cost up to Mt. Terrell. the charges against him and upon of the political situation in the coun- cry and deliberative one and its cle•
The board has been trying to get alleged arbitrary treatment of him ty, owing to the fact that peculiar clsions can not be reviewed by any
the contractor to 'repair the bad upon the floor of the convention. conditions figured in the result of religious body in the United States.
Although the sponsors for the
places for months, but it seems to do The suit is for personal damages, al- the election. The feud issues and
no good, and then when a repair is leged to have been sustained because the family quarrels went far to mold change will be in the minority they
the result of that election, and, those will have the advan
made, it consists only of dumping a of the action of Bishop Hendrix.
tage of having
results were inevitable under the cir- conducted their
tittle gravel down into the hole and
services on the Chriscumstances of that campaign. While !tan Sabbath
brick raised some. When the con- MUST CHECK BAGGAGE
and will be in a position
the people here do not, carry the ta tell of the
tractor finished, the improvement durTO ITS DESTINATION
good to be accomplished
feud feeling and family differences by the
ing 1903 he executed a bond to the
change. The claims which
city guaranteeing to keep the thor- House Passes a Bill of Much Impor altogether into politics, yet the lead- they make for
the change are many.
ers of the factions being also strong They
oughfares in good repair for five
say the carrying of the project
political factors has no little to do
years, and it is from this bond that
tance to Roads and Travelers.
would mark an epoch in Jewish rewith the mettle of political issues.
the repair will be collected if the
ligious history and would mark
a
board of woelos is forced to do the
Washington, June 22.—A bill of
Head Democratic Machine
greater advance in the modernizatio
n
work.
great importance, both to the railJudge Hargis and ex-Sheriff Calla- of the Jews than any movement made
roads and to the traveling public, was
hen are the recognized leaders of the at a convention of the rabbis.
WORKING UNDER WATER
passed by the house today under sus- democr
atic organization, or machine
BY COMPRESSED AIR
pension of the rules, regulating the in this count
y, Callahan being chairMOONSHINE WHISKY
AND ARC LIGHT. checking of baggage by common car- man of the execut
ive committee, but
rterS.
they will find strong opposition in Twenty - Seven
Barrels
Labeled
A new system for doing subma:
The bill compels common carriers tthe dissatisfied, or "Hogback." ele"Vinegar" Are Seized in Ware1Y :ring
rine repair or wrecking work with engaged in
interstate commerce to ment of the democratic party in the
house
at Louisville.
pneumatic tools by light of an arc check
baggage to its destination on county, which is a strong contingent
Louisville.. June 2I.--A big
lamp that burns under water, is de- transp
ortation offered, whether in the This element, together with the re- wbisky, alleged to be "moonhaul of
shine'
scribed in The Western Electrician
form of what is known as "split tick- publican, vote of the county, can de- manufactured in the illicit
(Chicago, May 26). Says the writer:
still run
"Real or imaginary horrors inci- et?' or a regular form of ticket on feat any eandidate or in/erasure sup- in connection with the Cane Run
del* to going down to a sunken ves- one line, and a mileage or other ticket ported or advocated by Hargis and Vinegar Works, which was raided 341 BROADWAY, NEW
YORK.
set, or other submerged object, have on another line, to tithe destination Of Callahan. It is believed by some last Friday by the revenue 0:1ieers,
that Judge Hargis and Callahan will was made by Deputy Collector
MAIN
AND
FOUR
kept the number of professional div- the baggage.
TH
STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
C. C.
The bill is intended to overcome not take an active part in the ap- Green yesterday afternoon, when he
ers at a minimum. At depths of so
proaoh
in-g
elections, owing to the seized twenty-seven barrels stored
feet or more, even in comparatively the practice of roads, which now
clear water, the gloom is said to lee refuse to check baggage to its des- fact that they are engrossed IA ith the in the Citizen's Warehouse, at 1 329
impenetrable. 'For these reasons few tination where a ticket to the junc- criminal 1:prosecution here and at West Walnut street.
Josepth P. Herman, a brother-inNirtoili
people care to don the diver's armor tion point or termination of one road Beattyyille and Lexington. If they
wrilefor over big runMO
IR:LI/Teta logos
mo
and descend below the surface. It is offered, and a mileage book or do not take active part it will be the law of Peter Bitzer, upon whose
WielfshowasAage
.TIME anerit&DRIla a:Infer.
I
first
II/CLO
time
W
they
groun
any
other
have
failed
ds
in
the
manufac
a
score
alleged still was operatturer or ewes is the world.
may therefore be said that with the other transportation on the connect
•
development of an electric seach Mg road to the destination of the of years. There is, however, one ed, was arrested by Deputy Uaited
DO
NOT
DU
I
A DIOTOLE attrnen
thing that may bring them into poli- States Miarehal William Blades
dor Anse
or on mar R•nd of term, until you have
light and diver's lamp and a kit of baggage as affected.
receive
in
d
our
oosople
te Tree Ala.
lagesee Illostratiag ..a4 deacrig every
ties at the coming Noveruber elec- connection with the seizure.
khad of high-grade end low-grade
compressed-air tools for submarine
bicycles, old patinas aad latest models, and
learn of our mnarkable LAM
tion.
and
The
that
and
is
wesior
to
tet
oppos
barrel
esrie
e
A.
s of liquor were brought
Wore made
F.'
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THAT PLEASES

BALDWIN PIANO

Phones:
4 20

202.R

GOOl MORNING

Garden Hose,No
-Mei,Sprinkling Slate

Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest

Ed .Hannan

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.

Paducah Transfer Company

D. Ii. B4.DWIN & CO.

W. T 11LLEP,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH,

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

•

•
S. P. POOL.

UNDERTAS

If you suffer from any kind of female troubles, don't hesitate to take Wine
of Cardul. It is a medicine which, for over half a century, has proved of
remarkable efficacy in just such diseases.
"For the last nine years", writes Samil. L. Davidson, the well known
real estate operator of 1655 Eliot St., Denver, Colo., "my wife suffered
from female troubles, and if it had not been for

WINE
OF

cARoul

Woman's
Relief

*a

WRITE US FREELY

•

and frankly, in strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stating your age. We will send you
FIZZ ADVICE, in plain sealed envelope, and a valuable book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladles' Advisory Department, The
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Term.
G U

she would be suffering yet. I broke up my business East to bring her here, but it did not improve her general health. Our physician could not help her, and all his skill came to naught.
She asked him if there was no known cure for female trouble. He said there was a patent
medicine, but would not tell her its name. So she asked her druggist, and he recommended
Wine of Cardui. After trying it, my wife says that Cardui, with plenty of fresh air, will do
more than all the doctors combined, and we recommend it to all female sufferers, where no surgical operation is necessary." Try it for periodical pains.

Rev. W. E. Cave of the First
Presbyterian church will preach tor arrow morning on "Honor
to
Whom Honor Is Due" while his
theme for evening worship is "The
Glory of A Common Task."
Second Baptist.
"The Meanest Mlan In Hell" wi'l
be preached on tomorrow morning
by Rev. E. H. Cunningham at the
evenieg worship will be "New Birth."
First Christian.
There will be Sunday school and
cerninunion services tomorrow morning at the regular hours at the First
•Cleristrara church.
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mission in Littleville. At 11 o'clock
he erreaches there At 3 o'clock in
the afternoon the Sunday school services will be held at Ore Guthrie
avenue church, while at 4 o'clock a
business meeting will be held by the
members of that congregation. Between 4 and 5 o'clock a number of
eonverts will be immersed by this
reverend gentleman in the pool not
far distant from the church. That
evening at 7:45 o'clock D. Owen hills
the Guthrie avenue pulpit, while some
one he is to select today will preach
at the Littleville church.
•
Tenth Street.C
Rev. Bass will he in his pulpit tomorrow morning and evening at the
Tenth street Christian church.

Grace Episcopal.
There will be Sunday school and
Broadway Methodist
riorning worship tomorrow at Grace
Rev. T. J. Newell of the Broadway
Lpiscopal church. There will be no
evening service until further notice, Methodist church will speag on
mornRector David Wright being out of "Spiritual Culture" tomorrow
ing, while there will be no services
the city.
at the evening hour on account of
the chautatique.
Tent Meeting.
Preaching will be conducted at the
Tent Revival.
usual hours tomorrow underneath the
Rev R. E. Braesfeeld of Barlow reMethodist tent on South Fifth street turned hotne yesterday after having
near Jackson. This is at 11 o'clock assisted Rev. Peter Fields for several
in the morning, 3 o'clock in the after. days with the big tent revival on
roon, and 7:45 o'clock at night.
South Fifth street.
Litre evening Dr. Fields preached
Trimble Street Metdodist
on "God's Promises To etre Sinner"
Rev. W. W. Armstrong of the and there wag one addition to the
'Trimble street Methodist church has church. There will not be any rerbeen.balf sick all this week, but vice today except at the eiening
hopes to be able to fill his pulpit hour. 7:45 o'clock.
TOTIVOCrOW the
tomorrow morning and evening. He usual hones will he ertieerved with
preaching. while Mireminy afternoon
has not yet chosen his subjects.
at A o'clock another big children's.
service will be conductedt
German Lutheran.
Sunday school services will be held
tomorrow morning at the German
Lutheran church on South Fourth
'fleet. Rev. Illton will be here the
(Continued From First Page.)
fellowing Sabbath to preach, he intends to return the last of next from the wrist of Switchman Tom
week from his vacation that is being McKinley, who was accidentalyy shot
spent in Iowa.
at Central City in the I. C. yards
-there.
The surgeon found it was
Cumberland Presbyterian.
beet to wait a few dery before reRev. Eshman of the Cumberland moving the leaden missile that is
Presbyterian church will preach to deeply imbedded in the wrist.
morrow morning the annual memorial
sermon for the Knights of Pythias
Family Returned Home.
of this city, who will attend the
Charles Boone, wife and child have
church in a body. There will not be left the railroad hospital and returned
any services at night.
to their home in Gilbeetsville, up the
Boone is the
Louisville division.
Mission Churches.
Tennessee river bridge watchman
Tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock who was riding a railroad velocipede
Sunday school services will be held out to his post of duty in center of
at the Mechanicsburg Christian mis- the structure when
slipped up on
sion church. At 3 o'clock Sunday from behind by a freight train that
school worship will be held at the knocloed from the wheel himself
Ifethodist mission on West Ten- wife and child, who were riding with
ressee street. At 3 o'clock similar him. They have recovered from their
worship is conducted at the North cute andi severe bruises.
'Twelfth street Baptist Mission.
To City Hospital.
Methusitit MIssion.
rson WI
e
linen name
Rev. T. J. Owen will hold Child- 'taken from the railroad to the city
ren's Day services tomorrow morn- hospital in a day or two for treating at to o'clock at the Methodist ment of the fractured skull he received by a string of moving cars
striking him while he was rambling
around in the local yard,. Not being an employe of the railroad he
is treated at the institution on West
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
Broadway only until he recovers inefficiently to be taken to the city hospital.

MANGLED FOOT AMPUTATED

Our Pure Fruit

Masons of Kentucky, died at it posed, washed and sewed up, his torn
of lungs sewed and his gashed breast
morning
yesterday
o'clock
cholemia, after an illness of more closed has lived four days and may
recover. McCartney was injured as
than a year.
Mr. Davidson was born at Fort the result of a bicycle accident. He
Hamilton, N. Y., July 4, 1834. His fell upon one of the prongs of a hay
fether was Capt. H. Davidson, of the rake. The sharp steel tore open his
United States army, who was sta- breast, punctured the outer wall of
tioned at the fort at that time. Mr. his heart, tore his lungs and splinDr. E. H.
Davidson came to Louisville at the tered one of his ribs.
age of twelve years, and while still Thompson washed and sewed the
a young man became manager of the heart and lungs, cleaned away the
old Masonic theater.
He retired splintered rib bone and bound up the
the
McCartney surprised
after the control of the theater passed breast.
to Col. Meffert. He was at one time surgeon and his family by living.
erominently associated with Finzeri
Pros. in the tobacco business.
DIAGNOSES HIS OWN
CASE
Mr. Davidson became associated
with the Masonic order about forty Noted Philadelphia Surgeon Operated
years ago. He belonged to the DeOn for Intestinal Cancer.
Molay Commandery, the Scottish
Rite. Abraham Lodge, and Knights
St. Paul, Minn., June 22.—Dr. J.
of Honor. Lei 1876 he was elected to
the office of Tyler, aand held the William White of Philadelphia was
operated on in the Mayo hospital at
cffice up until his last illness.
Rochester, Miran., yesterday.
No
definite statement is made of the reCherries Delay Wedding.
sult.
Edwardsville, III., June 22.—Just
Dr. White, one of the best known
before the wedding ceremony of
surgeons in the United States, diagJemes Monroe Stevens, a schoolrosed his own case as intestinal canteacher, and Miss Matikla Schirmer
cer several months ago, but on acyesterday the minister, Rev. J. G.
count of his duties as a lecturer on
/iildenstein, and the groom elect
surgery at the university he was unclimbed a cherry tree to eat some
able to take time for an operation.
fruit. Both fell out of the tree and
were pickled up unconscious. In a
Warrant for Alleged Briber.
letlf hour they were revived and the
Grand Rapids, Mich, June 22.—A
ceremony was performed.
warrant was issued yesterday for
LIVES WITH PATCHED HEART Henry Petersen of this city charging
in attempt to bribe Alderman Abe
Organ Washed and Sewed Up and Dykstra of the sixth ward. Dykstra
Victim on Road to Recovery.
says Petersen offered him $too for his
rote in connection with the saloon
Los Angeles, Cal., June 23.—C. A. districting ordinance, Petersen desirMcCartney, a young aintractor of ing Dykstra to cease his opposition
Pasadena, after having his heart ex- in the
council..

Our Handsome
Springhbrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway.

MERCHANT TAILORS

DO NOT BE HASTY
In making a selection for a corn rnencement gift or a wedding present
let us call your attention to a few n ew things we have. You must see our
beautiful line of

Niagara Falls Cut Glass
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See the assortment we have
in Fancy Sterling silver peices—our prices special for May--Silver
plated work at% price in knives forks, and spoons.
Engraving free on each peice.
Call early for choice of selection.

J. A. Konetzka,

Eyes Tested Free.
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co.

Jeweler and Optician.

313 Brosdway.Guthries Old Stand.
I••

M. NANCE
Zatlialmw

GUY NANCE

Undertaker and Embalmer,

HAYES

Grand Tyler of Kentucky Masons
Succumbs After Year's Chalks.

June
22.—Joseph' T.
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY. Davidson, aged seventy-two years.
TEL. mi.
Grand Tyler of the Grand Lodge of

203-205 S. THIRD ST.

GREAT SALE

WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SIIOW::.. 1.1:r;iST VALUES IN WALLPA.
PER THAT HAS EVER ktieEte o itlektiteD.
--- --IT -WILL PAY YOU TO- SEE THE-BAROAINS-WE • HAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
4 ,

===========s
For the next few days Wallpaper that is usually sold elsewhere
at 10 cents per roll, we will sell for
isc per roll.
..Paper usually sold at roc we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and building papers, canvass and tacks.
inittltittiti3===ttienttli3===m

C. C. Leo. 315 Boy.
J E. COULSON

...PLUMBING...

Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133.

529 Broadway.

INSURE

L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office 306 Broadway

Phases:Mica 385—Itesidaso•1696
API

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,

PRIVATE A MBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH TH
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
NEW PHONE 334.

D STREET.
OLD PHOME 699.
PAnUCAH, KY.

•14.44i•aliika.

REAL ESTATE AGENCY
IVIDUCAH REAL, ESTA'. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM I. SASS
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. imam
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
fr.DG RW.WRITTIEMOR.C.. ivesouw•h- Mow

Abram L. Well de Co

=lea licts_of._

Taken To Hospital.
Mks. Cavet, of 710 South Thir- GUY NANCE,
Manager.
teenth street. eves yesterday removed
in an ambulance to Riverside hosWITH CRUSHED — STRAW- pital, she being quite ill.
BERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE or
DEATH SUMMONS
CHERRY. IS BETTER.
JOS. T. DAVIDSON.

Ice Cream

4S AND EMBALMERS.

AND IN OUR LINE YOU W ILL
FIND
THE
CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAI LORING THE MARKETS AFFORD. '(HE PATH OF T HE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND F OR EVERY
GARMENT
WE
TURN OUT.

Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR

DERTAKING Co.,

BOTH 'PHONES
NO. Ho

At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles,

Atthe Churches

vole
cry
111

10

PADUCAH

Don't Hesitate

Health
, Advice
For
Women

L. O. STEPHENSON.

FIRE -INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-

Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369,

Residence Phone 720,

J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFFICE PHONE 484-a

RESIDENCE PHONE sas

Mattil,Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 S. THIRD STREET;

PADUCAH,.KY

Fatuous Blunders by the Meat PackVe tilate the School Rooms.
No BItie Laws for Kac-t• ucky.
ers.
(Louisville Herald.)
Whil the vacaltion season is on
The very worst enemy of the se(Chicago Examiner.)
_
and tit school buildingst are to unThe course pursued by the meatiloon is he who strives to precipitate
:AMES E. WILHELM.. President dergo th necessary repairs and re- packers, in trying to ward off, the ef- ,one
issue between, the masses of
JOHN WILHELM. Treasurer.
furnishing it is a good time to take fects of exposure, is the course best I Kentucky and the liquor interests.
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
gi
up the question of ventilating the, fitted to attain the opposite effect. mastrate
Hoffman generously de•
It is precisely the course that in- dares that he will bring before his
lrnol
roomsPUBLISHEii ay THE
flames public sentiment rather than 'court every person again.st whom eve MR. BAILEY GOES TO DAWSON
REGISTER rit-NIMPAPER CO. ' Taking the school buildiugs as a
allays fear or restores. public conli- den.ce can be secured who violates
NEXT MONDAY TO REMAIN
(Incorporated)
whole, those in Paducah are sadly <knee.
Section 1321 of the 'Kentucky statutes,
A WHILE.
provisions
.respect,
no
One would imagine that the beef tNe cause for fright at that announce4Ia Register tiugalling, 523 Broadway. deficient in this
enough
magnates
smart
were
tone
ON•11111•11M•11•MMMIllk
openfor ventilatien except .that of
meat, nor at the following: "I shall
hole.
getting
avoid
deeper
in
to
the
Bantered at the peatoffice of Paduperhaps,
issue a warrant against every one, Mayor Yeiser WI Today Sign
ing the windows. This will,
the
Ordinarily we would take for grantcah, Ky., aa second-class mail matter.
do in waren weather but not in cold ed that men of their caliber would prosided some one will come forward
Ordinance Exempting Indusand make the proper affidavit.".. Mr.
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They forget in the language of nies the sick child its milk supply for take
The gas company at Fort Wayne, forcing it out through the ceiling and
ate Optician.
a much needed rest, and he is
Paul, that "a cloud of witnesses" has Sunday; refuses the poor man with- now preparing
Ind, has gone into the hand, of a thereby insuring a current of air.
to do so.
buttressed. and made adamant their
In the construction of schools and official indictment by the president out means to keep his food at home,
receiver because of default in the
save from meal to meal, access to
Exemption From Taxes.
payment of $6o,000 interest on $2,- churches very little attention stems of the United States.
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They weakly imagine that the de- morning; prohibits
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maintained in them.
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side capital.
The stock is watered and bonds is- them it is necessary to have electric change public opinion they were us- servance is well set forth by the report
of
the Scott county grand jury
sued for from five to ten times the Fans in the summer to make them ing tons of fresh calcimine, spending
President Returned.
thousands of dollars in new sanitary to that eminent jurist, the Hon. R. L.
President Oscar Starks of the alvalue of the plant and the consumers comiortable, and with ventilators in
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proThe murderer of Macbeth cried
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tics. When if leviery public officer is in ventilation and sanitation.
that rests upon the Meat packers-(Continued From kirSt Page.,
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,\arm a thief they could not steal as
three thousand graves of American
the enforcement of the law against
Magistrate Hoffman's Crusade.
,fturch from the people as the corsoldiers, form a part of it—cannot be
selling liquor on Siunday. It matters vert into cash this portion of the
(Louisville Post.)
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iporations with a monopoly are ennot to them how many poor people stocia
Clothed with a little brief authority, paint
ibled to squeeze out of the people
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pose to arrest druggists; choir singers ize that public opinion in America. and ice; it matters not to them how
I The very fact that company
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own- and all others who by the most in Europe, and ar..und the werld has many sick babies or feeble old people
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torneys in the Will Harris and comri a franchise for a public utility in strained interpretation could be sup- been influenced by facts. published there are who require fresh milk night
pany bankruptcy case, from Murray,
devitY of es000 inhabitants, is en- posed to do on Sunday work not of by authority of the president of the and morning. Their creed is, 'Let that the federal judge has Icte it to
the meet berme pinted, jet the milk
United States.
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Those same democratic grand jur- directed the attorneys
to set whatif the city will not retain the privilege was tried by the mayor and met with reasonable to believe that they were ors, addressing an honorable demo- ever date as was
convenient for them
reasons.
made reluctantly, for several
cratic judge, further declare:
then it should get thousands of dol- temporary success.
to appear before him and offer their
.
Nothing but stern duty would
But it never met with approval
"Officers of she law who I -nd them- reasons for wanting the matter relars for every grant. or a percentfrom any quarter. Times, moreover cause any president to make public a selves to any suchh unrighteous
pur- opened, and after hearing what they
age of the grose'reeeigits. Talking have changed,
and the public is not condition of conwnercial dishonor pose are unworthy of the places they may have to say. he wil decide
The
about politics, iti a city like Fort tolerant of public officers who seek that when known would inevitably
pretend to Jill. Wor45'of mecessity, question Ile has not yet been notiWayne a corpotagbn can afford to to bring the law into disrepute. cause millions of dollars' loss to var- which contribute
to the cornier avid fied what date the lawyers. will 'elect.
spend $to,000 at every election Fe) Works unknown in one period are ious interests. Duty alone, we may well-being of or people, like
those
sere, coleld compel a stroke so
above indicated, are not unlewful, and
elect its took and get what it watts, by the habits of a community neces- be
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for with a monopoly it can turn right the mail is necessa.ry
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so
as not
The deputy sheriffs is ill today
now, though it deist's own 'political hcessehold.
to
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deceived should any officer of finish
around and squeeze $trat000 a year is a modern convenience. TransporInstead of manfully acknoirkdgthe work of gum/stoning all the all occasior.a watches, rings, lockets,
the law, that he may have the politijurors', witnesses and piiricipale need- chains, hatpins,
tation is so essential to modern life ing their wrong, and proceeding to
more out of the people.
bracelets, shirt waist
cal inflence of the hie -breaking, ed during
the special term of eriminel
Our readers will not find any ac- that it may not under any excuse be make such sweeping reforms in their whieky-selling
class, atterret so to court that iodate 'Reed convenes
methods as would restore public connext set collar pins, also silver novelties
count of the Fort Wayne gas com- interfered with. Preaching and the
service of song are essential to the fidence, we fin,!! the packers trying misconstrue or misapply t‘le. Sunday Monday and which will probably expany's failure in tbe corporation proper observance
of all descriptiont.
tend into the folowing week.
of the Sabbate to stem the tide of public censure en laws."
Now we shall see what
papers, but if a municipal plant that yet men like 'Squire Hoffman insio the same way that the old Saxon
shall ere
is giving cheap rates to the people that any service for which money ;-• king tried 'to sweep back the Atlantic in Jefferson. The Ifera:•:. neither
Adjudged Insane.
prophet nor son of a pr. erhet,
Yesterday morning, in Itiegelright
and free 'service to the city happens paid is unnecessary and therefore with a broom.
Their highest sense of honor and I fere: to remark that Kee:inky will foot's court, William Arley was adWe handle all the finest and daintto show a deficit of a few dollars in forbidden.
The mere statement of Magistrate justice begins and ends. apparently eeep its churches wide opeu, its choirs indeed insane and will be taken to est articles with the utmost care,
a year, those sheets point to it as lioffman'e
position shows it to be in the "saving" of their trade. All a singing, its preachers a preaching, the Hopkineville asylum ae soon as
and make repairs ;hat are absolutely,
an instance of the leiltsre of munici- untenable. Brought to the gover- their appeals for lenience of jurbt- }it; Sunday newspapers a
teaching, some one from that institution comes satifactory.
pal ownership. Eviry plant owned nor's attention, if fails to receive rnwnt are conoted with the "appall- ;and will deny neither sick'nor poor after eine
•Aelay is the well known railroader,
by a city gives chetti tetes, and free his approval. and it can be said that ing" toes of foreign trade. They i the benfit of mikmaree wagon or gmeven plead for immunity' from criti- leer's
ice ceest to plea: some icon°- ,i4wi in a difficillty at the shoes tell
.
poblk service, and for .every rifle the course of the magistrate will be c-ion
heeince she
horny-handed ciastie saborrist or
el-reeled hy the esethor'tee of t'-^ govindigoed Pharisee. sears ago, was struck on the head
faitire of a municipal plant, we will ernor to remit fines
stock raisers may suffer.
with a hammer. 04 late he has been
and penalties.
show twenty-five failures of private
These packers have nee yet shown
In the present eleipand for she enconnected with local ice arms, and a
Discouraging Train Robbers.
428 Broadway.'.
ownerehip notwithstanding the priv- forcement of the law agejneeethe sale that they grasp their true relations
week or two ace pulled nut by the
• (lleltintore News.)
ate concerns 'charge high rates to of liquor on Sunday there is. nothing to the public of America and the
The only instance of holdup of a roots an ingrowing toe nail that proPHONE 722-a•
world, a; purveyors of meat pro- railway train in
duced blood poiseinitne which necessiCanada resultell
both private coneumere and the city unecaeonable or extreme. , The prochow
They
duct..
ef
no conception
visions are plain, and the highest
the arrest and conviction of dire feted renipteation of his toe. Ilk ill
as well.
court has sustained them. All that the troth that who absohrte purity of men, who were sentenced to
l•••1Itfi finally undermined' his reason
life awl
remains is to enforce them. Efforts foodstuffs, in which they deal, is one twenty-five-year terms in the
poleA whole sale liquor firm has as- to evade them will fail. 'Efforts by of the highest concerns of govern- temtiary. Of course,
they want eo NOT ATTRACTING
ment.
signed at Lexington and the failure putting, to other statutes an extreme
take an appeal, but that is not a matNOW
to discredit this.
ter of right in Canada, and they are
is attributed' to the Sunday closing. interpretation
movement, will fail. We are to have
complaining at this denial of the fJohn D. Rockefeller Can go About
All of which goes to prove that many
Scarcity of Hickory Wood.
comin,on sense applied to the con Without a Crowd Following.
ordinary privilege; which criminals
whiekly concern can only live by 'dint of public affair,.
Compiegne, June 21—The mild cx- Round trip to EVANSVILLE
(Baltimore Herald.)
enjoy in this country. They should
being permitted to violate the law. It
itemnent caused by the arrival of
1st..
44_44_
Week-icy, Øs ee,
reset ehe
John D. itockefeeter is now abated RETURN, continous passage $4.00t
also prove that lees liquor -is con- Newspapers and Railroad Passes. valuable of our native woodsVe their industry in Canada.
and he 'stems pleased at finding a
(Chicago Chronicle.)
sumed by requiring the dealers to
became no scarce that eniany sistiplace where he can go about without Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
Certain
unfoolable
and
keen
per„One
Good
Deed
tut'eus
Remembered.
have
of necessity been *fund
obey the law.
The Lexington
attracting
any attention whatever. iberth included.
sons continue to write to the news- for it. The wonderful increase
(Somerville Journal)
banks are the chief creditors of the papers
inquiring whether those pub- the demand for fitsggies and cerriOnething can be said for the in- The spectacle of a rich American is
company !that failed.
lications will refuse fret railroad ages of the finer class had much to sturance companies under the old. ex- so commonplace on this. side of the
passes when the rebate bill goes into do with the virtual eichanstioh of the travagant management. They gave Atlantic that one richer than the rest
ineang nothing to the French.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
effect.
The only fault with this great American
hickory
forest. away good blotters.
Nashville is haring its telephone
Mr. Rockefeller visits the shops. of five or over $1.5o each, without
p:ece of would-be sarcasm lies in the England. Germany. China, Australia.
troubk. It has been enjoined from
buys trintlart, and sends off postal • weals; $2.00 with meals.
COLORED LODGE.
fact that the newspapers do not get South Africa and the South Aerteri
inte.rieritig with the business Of the tree passes
cards
like the most ordinary "tripcountries
can
made
strong reqiii
and have not done so for
Good music on all the boats.
crimps+ and many complaints are years. Newspaper transportation is fetid* on the American supply. Order of Eastern Star Will Be In- per," gets scolded by the fishwives
fatter particulars see
humping
for
against
baskets
their
stituted
fine
Here
the
coming in aboot the manner in which paid for at the regular rates. This Year
sepply
of this
Next Week.
, afro
The colored people of the city are and smiles cordially at the cabbies'
the company is digging up the streets fact that it is sometimes paid for wood north of the Ohio riven had
Pass. Agent,
been exhatnited. Despite substitutes • preparing for the inetitnition of the profane abuse when he gets in the or GIVEN . FOWLER,
Pass.
and planting its poles. An initinc- in advertising does not render the
and changed condlitione2nhickory re- ,Eastern Sear lodge here next week. way of cabs carrying Um/theta te visit I Agent Phone aa.
tion is hut a temporary affair and transaction one of charity or favor. mains one of the most Valuable of
The order will be installed next Wed- the chateau. With the few newspawhen it is set aside then comes the
American woods.
resday evening at the Colored Odd per men who are following trim he
Enjoying a Lonesome Time.
has made a enhipact that he will introuble for the other fellow.
Fellows hall on Seventh and Adams
. • (Atchison, Kan., Globe.)
form them of his movements on 'con- I
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PatilaPrys.
street.
at which time the lodge goes
%Milieu a man sends his wife and
dition, thalt
rnIetgfi in.R TiytoC
inip existence with 35 members. The
Will 'the little coterie of knoekiers children away on a trip he sets on
(Milford Teletepsm.)
dition that they shall not "embroidThe people who 'make -such e howl itortitution will be conducted by J. C. er." ther Mork!, or , give. lurid' tieand newspapers please tell the public the porch alone 'in the evening and
wonders where is _the devilish good about the peek-a-boo %Mist wouVp'l ).ewis, the royal grand patron of
comic of his adventure,. • About
where to find a city of like sire that time
men are supposed to have when gee so touch if they
4- •
who will be here for the hole affairs he refuses, to say a
1
would thrtig /IIIIInois
.
,
is dewier than Padecah?
their wives are out of town.
occasion.
their own business.
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AWAKENED BY THE KAISER GINSENG IN MAINE, BRITISH SHELL OF 1812.

CHAFING DISH "BLUFF."

WEALTH IN BLACK SANDS.

PURYEAR

Baltimore Nan Brings Up in Fish Report of Geological Survey on InvesConcoctions Always Cooked Before Emperor William's Dement trpost a
Net Relic of the Revtigations of Deposits in 'pie
They Are Brought in from
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An interesting relic of the war of 1813
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strode past him without eves givina piano and had it installed in his room, placed in the gun. When the latter was
And then the girl, with as much dig- him a look. When he was leaving the gossips learned the secret of his discharged the powder ignited the fuse, exceptionally pure, and is available for
any as she could command, served the however, he called the man to his sudden access to riches, and most of which in turn carried a spark to the the same purpose. Chromic iron ore
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decided they were gineeng roots. Sub"A good many florists encourage spondent says: "The differences are
tout an animal and the owner names 12 other rifles are awaiting them,six of
sequent proceedings were easy.
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a sum which no sane man could ac- that no one knows whether the rile he
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quick sale al
was
there
which
a
for
deems in the evening by coming to ty then marches to an appointed voca$2.50 a pound. By remaining silent crape pulling. We consider it unseem- states. In fact, Canada presents as
the dealer's hotel and receiving cash tion.
The commands "Present!" concerning
his source of revenue, the ly and Indecorous in the first place, yet a sub-American variety of civilizaBy easy stages a descent Is made on "Fire!" are given and almost before
student
cleared up *about 510.00C and In the second place, since the big tion, though in some ways rapidly as
law
the nest purchasing site and by de- the last word rings out the volley is
provisions: commission comes not out of the similating to the states. Physically
grees • decent sized troupe is got to
- !red and the spy falls into the grave last year, and sold his
BROOKIIILL BUILDIN
pocket of the florist, but off the or- the Canadian seems to be a sturdier
tether
When these arrive at their he has dug. Nearly every man is more lease to a Boston company for $8.00(
der of the purchaser, we consider it a stock of heavier build, slower moving
TELEPHONE NO. 444
final destination their original owners a- less affected on being selected to in cash.
But death is always and less nervous than the American.
It Is &inserted that the company has dui little dishonest
would not recognize them They have form one of the firing party and many
with us. r Loretta must live. The new This is particularly applicable to the
been clipped on the way down, had a men have been known to faint away on and cold ginseng roots valued at $A.
few condition powders and had a gen- being singled out, while others are so 000 the past season, and now that th• guild of the crape pullers grows by women, whose movements and converhundreds weekly."
sation are quieter, and who are witheral cleaning.
overcome as to be scarcely able to pull affair is no longer a secret, hundred:
no NORTH FIFTH STR
Dixmon•
hunting
are
people
eager
of
out the hunted look In the eyes which
the triggers of their rifles.
Both Phones 3'55
and Newburg hills in the hope oi STEAM PLANT IN SOD HOUSE marks so many Americans.
finding another ginseng planation
"It may be that the colder -1--ate
Office
hours
8to to a. in., t to
Many acres of pasture and woc.ciland Nebraska Rancher Has Heating Ap- exercises some moderating inue.ente, p. m. and 7 to ci p. m.
For Six Hundred Years the Emparatus
Put
in
Poor
but probably the chief explanation of
pire Was Minus a
1Deee Not Perform Deed' of Valor, have been dug over, but with unsatis
Structure.
factory results.
these differences lies In the fact that
But Hie Services Are
Physician.
bred; there are few 1 -irge cities, and
Invaluable.
Nowadays you're likely to find • even the dwellers
in these cities keep
According to Pliny. Rome flourished
modern beating plant in almost any up • more constant contact
with counSome idea of the "general utility" CITY HAS NET FOR FISHES
for 600 years without a doctor. It is
corner of the world, no matter how re- try life. Nowhere in
Canadian cities
maintained by some, however, that services of the army engineer may be
Supplies Food for Zoo Birds and mote It may be, said a representative does one see the profusion of luxury
EYE, EAR, NOSE ANTI
when making this statement Pliny WWI gained from the following remarks
of a prominent heating appliance man- and waste visible In
Specimens for the Pui:dic
New York or ChiTHROAT.,
sot swam that certain Greek physi• made by Capt. Nicholas lvanovitch, of
ufactory.
Aquarium.
cago; though most persons seem to live
clans resided in Rome, at least during the Russian army, as reported by RichOffice and Residence, Rooms 3 and
Not so very long ago our company In fair comfort, there
Ir no class of
a part of the period named. But there ard Henry Little. war correspondent in
was asked to make an estimate for millionaires dominat:ug
Columbia Building,
Visitors
Bronx
to
park
the
'society'
far
welkin,
east
In
his article "'Loefln'
and
is certainly no question that In the
putting in a modern steam plant in a makiag the form
Phone 1041-Rei
and pace for servile
early days of its history, phyelclans 'Round' with the Engineers" In the along the east side of the Bronx river sod house on a lonesome
Nebraska ini'tat.on among the less
Teche
;fee
subway
far
the
from
not
entrance
have
'World
wealthy
Magazine.
were very scarce in Rome. and donh!
ranch. I saw the house, and while Its classes.
"We have not done the things which been tutercsi.ed in a circular nrt thai
less beeause there was little occasion
exterior was not very prepossessing.
"Hunting and fishing, with their acfor 'their services. With the advance bring to one the St. George cross or even was placed in the stream a few day Its interior was most
comfortably fit- companiments of camping
out, play a
of civilization maladies have multiplied the Stanislaus and puts our names in ago. It was put there, reports the
ted up and furnished. It had six large part in the
DENTIST.
national life, sport
and with the increase of diseaae there the paper and brings the message from New York Sun, for the double pur rooms, I think, all
of them liberal in not having
degenerated into the mereOffice over Globe Bank and Trust
has been a proportionate increase of his majesty." said the little captain, as pose of supplying fish dinners to the size,
and fitted out in a modern way. most Canadians
are cerintry born aml
physicians. There are at the present be came back to me black with powder. birds of the zoo and specimens foi
owner
was a big cattle grower ly gambIlng
The
Co., 306 13-oadway.
and spectatorial habits..
time In the United States not less "We have not charged the enemy or the aquarium at the Battery.
with an abundance of money.
He Altogether the Canadian
captured
many
guns
or
saved
lives a healththe posithan 150,000 physicians, and the numA row of stakes near the bank leads merely hadn't got around to
building ful life. Even busy cities like
ber Is inereasing at the rate of several tion. We have but made a road over the out to the net, which is funnel Shaped
Toronto
stone
or
a
brick
wood,
residence.
His
and Montreal conduct their business
thousand annually. Whether or not mountain. That is an. Yet five men, with the large end inshore. The fish
house
located
Is
sod
about
40 mils' We more quietly than
cities of correthe world is better for this great mul- they are dead; six are wounded. We coming to the bank to feed enter the
from a railroad and in a lonesome spoonding
caliber in the United States."
tiplicity of medical men is a question have not fought a battle, yet still, it was moutn and naturally swim back into stretch of prairie.
even which there may be a difference not the child's play, and some day when deep water, but they find the net narthe grand battle it in raging, and they, rowing, and when they elide through
Marriage Licensee Abridged.
of opinion.
Wonderful Improvement.
the Japanese., are pressing hard down the snap hole
Consul Conant, of Wiadscr. reports
in the end of the fun(returned
Wife
from
church to her
that valley over there, and it is wanted
Colors in Glass.
nel they are trapped within a larger husband, who had stayed at home)- that the secretary's department cf the
province of Ontario is endeavoring to
Changes in the color of glass .,re to save the day that many troops and net of the same style. The net is
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
You should have beard Dr. Doe's set
prevent the issuing of marriage limimed by subjeotieg It to the action many guns be pushed to that position about 15 feet lone Ned four feet wide mon this morning,
(Homeopathist.)
my
dear.
I
don't
over
there
at
the
head
of the valley, then at the mouth.
censes at
(
frontier points in that prov
of what are knoan as ultraviolet rays
whee
know
anything
has
made
such
this
road we have builded will save the
ince to persons from the American
it lljht. Something of the same
Office 3o6 Broadway-Phone *a*
Carp anri aurkers
-a-peefoaad---leapseesieft-es--esek
Dean
side, which is • flourishing business.
laN be iVierve& on high mountains, will be
Raldenee, Sig Broadway.- to
pound
pottrids
Quarter
three
a
of
think it will make a better woman ol
wide and smooth. What say you,
particularly at Windsor. The attorWhere aid glass from bottles originally
have been taken in this way for the me as long as I live.
Phone 149.
my friend?"
ney general has recently handed down
green, after exposure to the light of •
benefit of the zoo eagles, cranes and
Husband-oid you walk hornet
an opinion that such licenses should
'great elevation in the regions of pervultures. The keepers cay that the
"Oh. no; I took a car, and, do yoe
Domestic Revolution in India.
not be issued. In general the ruling
petual snow, attains a beautiful pale
fish.
fresh
appreciate
this
birds
John,
conductor
the
know.
never
asked of the
Within a few weeks a son of Keshub
attorney general is 'hat the liparole tint. The same result may also
All the pickerel and bass captured me for my fare, and No I saved
censes should not Le issued to people
seen in connection with the glass Chunder Sen, the famous organizer of
Wasn't
I
be
nickel.
aquarium
exto
Architect and Superintendent
the
lucky?"
to
sent
are
-Chicago
•
who are not bona fide residents of the
Insulators used on telegraph or tele- the Brehm° Soma,' of India. has marhibited, or in emergency to be fed to Journal.
ried
the
widowed
401 Fraternity Building.
daughter
cr.. • rajah.
province, and the provincial secretary's
phone lines in mountain districts.
That is an extreordinary rebellion their fellows. A few eels and mud
department will try to enforce this
Parsimony in Church.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone alb
against an ancient rule In India, and turtles wander into the net.
ruling
License issuers and minisHub.
picture
Mr.
Sidney Holland
The
the beginning of a dodiestic revolution
ters on the frontier will naturally suf- PADVCAH,
"What makes Skribbler walk so
ICENTUCILT•
once drew of the portly and affluent
which has the support of many adIt Was All Over.
fer financially, and those at Windsor
ehesty?"
gentleman,
elderly
unctuously
declarveticed Hirt:loos whe do not themselves
"No more will I hear his footsteps
to a greater extent than others.
"Why, mu, that fellow used to
Pictures, Diplomas, CertifiCitell.
dere to more than epees. In Its favor. on yonder walk as the clock strikes ing, in the course of the familiar
conduct the 'Through the Looking
that "were the whole realm of
hymn,
:
eight."
the,hour
of
Glass' column on a paper down in
Greatest Floating Dock.
Water and Oil Colors,
nature his, It were an offering far
One on the Poet.
"Gracious, Jeanette!"
Indiana. If yes look close you'll see
By the end of 1907 the port of Hamat
the
small,"
same
too
time
gropOffice Boy-There are two men out
"And the old parlor light will never
Mottos and Colanders
a cute little halo around his head
ing in the recesses of his trousers burg will possess the greatest floating
when his hat is off. He knows Riley there, sir, Who want to see you; ono burn low for him again."
the
world.
in
dock
It
is
now under Framed right
for the threepenny-bit which he knows
Min*
te date in
of them is a poet and the other a deaf
"You don't mean it?"
and all those big guns by sight
construction at Hamburg, and is to
to be there.-Vanity Fair.
utes.time at the
man.
furthermore,
and
he
do.
"I
will
never
Why shouldn't he walk chesty?"have an accommodation capacity of
F.ditor--Well, go out and tell the sit on this sofa three nights a week
MilWalskee Sentinel.
Linguistic "Hallos."
Its length will be 620
35,000 tons.
poet that the deaf man is the editor.- and call me pet games as he has been
long-distance telephone system feet
The
i• I lieD1411/94.
, Tit-Bits.
doing for the past two years."
He Meant Well.
in Berlin reaches distant capitals like
1
"I am astonished."
T11111`
"I meant to start off the new year
Medical Congress.
Petersburg, Vienna, Parisi, Rome
Where Hie Advantage Ley.
"And to-night I an going to burn all Se
by giving the first woman I saw standBrussels. The operators are mostcongress
A
of
and
medical
men
is goon
First Man-How do you do?'
the old love letters in my trunk."
ing up my seat in the street car. But
ly women who are proficient in the to be held in Paris to devise means for
Second man-nag pardon, but, you
"B-but why,
you
going
to
dieI didn't do R."
languages of the principal countries putting a stop to the illegal competimrd him?" I
have the advantage of inc.
403% Broadway.
"Old habit too strong, eh?"
Europe. These highly trained and tion of "witch doctors," bone getters,
First Man-Yes. I guess I !ie.-P. We I • NDIseard
r, you seem, Of
"No; I couldn't get a seat to give
well-educated women are employed at faith healers, and every kind of mediwere engaged to the same girl, but you im going- to marry hioil"-Columbne
ber."-Cleveland /lain Dealer.
modest salaries.
cal "urea."
Lamed ber.-PIttaburg Dispatch.
Old Telephollt 718-R.
1

Attorney-at-Law

FLOURNOY & REED

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,

LAWYER.S

EXECUTION OF SPIES.

SOUTH AFRICAN HORSES.

Hendrick, Miller
ab Marble

it T.Rivers

D.

DR. R. f. HEAR

DR. ROBT. J. R

ROME WITHOUT A DOCTOR.

THE ARMY ENGINEER.

Or. Childress

Dr. Sidney Smitib

C. MANNI6 SEARS, M. O.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.

0. D. Schmidt,

i

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE

Jim Duffy
Pressing and Cleauing
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LYNN WANTED
ON RAPE CHARGE
CLAIMED'.THAT YOUNG MAN
AiSISAULTLD WOMAN NEAR
le2.TROPOLIS.

Needs cleaning! perhaps;
isexall straw hat cleaner is the
rreparation to usc.
Saves you the price of a new hat.
One 25c package keeps your hat
clean the ertite surn-ner.
No fuss, no muss, no cuss. Simply THE POLICE GETTING
OUT
a few minutes time and one package
WARRANT.; FOR OBSTRUCof Rexall Straw Hat cleaner.
TIONS ON STREETS.
have your perscriptions compounded
here.

OFFICERS BLLIEVE HE
IS NOW IN THIS CITY

McPherson,s
Drug Store.

WANTS
furnished
FOR RENT—Nicely
rooms. Front. Apply at 314 North
Sixth !erect.
1.
FOR RENT—Nice upstair lemur.
No. 311 Broadway. Old phone 53 k
zrid 2174.
•
WANTED—Good Cook at
209
'North:Fifth street. Good wages.
•,
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
.able-bodied unmarried men between
.4ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
'United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, reed
and write English. For infoemation
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
•
•
WANTED AT ONCE—A good
German woman to take care of old
lady. Good home, good wages. Old
Phone 510-m.
1010.0••••••-.••••••

FOR SALE—Fresh milk cow and
calf. Apply to Will Lydon, at Williamson's marble yard.
FOR RENT—No. 837
street, $27.50. Phone 607.

Jefferson
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Chattanooga, 5
.
.5, falling.
-Cincinnati, 10.7, falling.
Evansville, 8.6, falling.
Florence, 4.2, falling.
Johnsonville, 7.5, standing.
Louisville, 4.5, falling.
Mt. Carmel, 3.0, falling.
Nashville, 8.4, falling.
Pittsburg, 6.3, standing.
Davis Island Dam, 3.8, falling
St. Louis, ao.e falling.
Mt. Vernon, 8.5, falling.
Paducah, 10.3, rising.
Paducah 10.3, rising.
Burnside, 1.5, falling.
Carthage, 2.5, falling.

ANNOUNCBMEENT
I have soid a controlIng interest in "Watts Boulevard"
from 25th street to 29th street and facing the park on 27th
street and 28th street, to the Thomas C. Leech Investment Co.
The lots remaining have been withdrawn from the market
az:ed lure not for sale.
GEO. C. HUGHES.
Paducah, Ky., June 54th„ 1906.

R. E. Parsons, of Chicago, and H.
I. Ellis, of New York, are here, they
being advance agents for John Robinson's circus that Shows here July
14th.
Mrs. Roy McKinney yesterday
went to visit in Henderson.
Mrs. H. C. Wjerntz and son of St.
Louis, went to Hodig-enville, Kee
To Home Buyers:
yesterday after visiting MM Richard
We have bought our choice of the lots and blocks on "Watts BouleCalissi.
Lawyer Frank Lucas returned last vard" and around the park after fully satisfying ourselves that this is the
night form Glasgow, Ky.
most liberally arranged addition to Paducah and especially well located for
Mrs. James Hamlett,.. of Fulton, suburban
homes in the near future. "Watts Boulevard" in conhas returned home after visiting
nection
with
the
easy
slopes
facing
street
east
on
28th
It ere.
to
Broadway is well adapted
to
meet
the
demands
Mi. Edward Mlartin, the -machinist, up
has rettrned from Little .Rock, Ark. of "Greater Paducah" for high class residerers.
At the presJudge Reed yesterday went to ent time homes costing from te.soo.00 to $15,oco.00 lie located where 28th
Dawson to rwain entil tomorrow.
est ends. at Broadway.. "Watts Boulevard" lots are ae 40 6s-1eet front
Miss Lou Renfro went to Cerulean !so feet deep, alleys ao feet
wide, sidewalks 15 feet wide and streets 60
Springs yesterday.
feet
wide
from
curb
to
curb.
IMPROVED BROADWAY rs ONLY
Mr. Zach Hayes returned yesterday from attending a house party at ea FEET WIDE FROM CURB TO CURB WITH ra FOOT SIDEDyersburg, Tenn.
WALKS. We
are
prepared
to
furnish
lots to individuals
Miss Elizabeth Husband's, of New or full
blocks
of 8 lots
to congenial
parties swishing to
Orleans, is visiting Mrs. George form their
own neighborhood. We will contract to lay down streets and
Langstaff. She occupies a chair in
the Tttlane University women's de- sidewalks to suit—and improve lots ready to build—can furnish lawn lots
or in grand old forest trees. The park faces 400 feet on "Watts Boulepartment.
Mrs. Jacob Seamen and daughter, vard"—full block—and is arranged for exclusive use of owners of these
Ethel, have gone to visit in Cleve- lots. No house can be built on this property costing less than $1,000.00—
land, Ohio.
the restriction may be higher—residence purposes only. Under the above
Mr. Carl Rode of Cleveiands Ohio,
conditions
a lot in this addition is well worth having. Call on us at
is visiting Me and Mrs. Wen. KatRoom tis, first floor Fraternity Building, see the plat and let us explain
terjohn.
.Me. W. C. Clark gees to St. Louis the unexcelled possibilities of this exceptional property.
today on business.
THE THOMAS C. LEECH INVESTMENT CO.
Mr. Andy Claric will return tomorT. C. Leech General Manager.
row from Dawson.
Mrs. C. N. Baker and son, Claude,
have gone to Creal Springs. 111.
Mrs. Mary Morgan is visiting in
Sharon, Tenn.
Mr. A. C. McClure and wife have
returned from Louisville.
Mr. Thomas Cobourn returned yesterday morning from Cairo.
Mr. Bruce Clark has gone to New
Albany, Ind., and Louisville to visit.
Saturday, June s3.
4—Ross GAO&
Miss Iva Blanche of Murphysboro,
8
:3o---Childt
en's Athletics.
is visiting Miss Eve Bergdoll.
7--Vespers.
Miss Lula Johnson of Barlow, has 9:30—Health Lecture.
7:30—Concert.
10:30—Jaunts to Haunts of British
returned home after visiting here.
Poets, Brantwood and Ruskin...
S—Addriss..Rabbi Leo Manheimmer
Mr. Charles E. Ghaham and wife,
James H. Shaw
Individual season tickets can be
and Mrs. Luther Graham, have gone
a—"A Man Among Mien"
secured from the nserehasts at $eso.
to Cerulean Springs.
Dr. L G. Herbert The same ticket at the gate will be
Gen. Supt. J. Lettin of the Western
$2..00. By presenting this ticket at
Union Telegraph office for the South, +'—Lecture Recital "The Tempest"
Hemenway
Miss
the gate and so cests additional it
left here yesterday for Louisville,
Concert.
will be made transferable for any
after visiting Manager G. B. Elmore
tertainment, Ross Crane, Car- or.e's use.
of the local office. He was accomteesist.
panied by Division Supt. J. R. TerChildren's tickets, 6 to 12, hatf
Sunday, June 84.
lame of Nashville, Tenn., and General
price—under
6 free.
2--lied.ftS3 "Lofty Peaks 111
Foreman W. E. McClain of Atlanta,
admission 25 cents.
can Statesmanship"
Single
Ga.
Father G. T. Nagel
Children 15 cents.

NEW RESIDENCE DISTRICT STARTS AT LOW PRICES

Phis afternoon ak 5 o'clock the
Rotert Edwards Colored, Reported
steamier Kentucky gets out for the
Theft of His Watch Which He
Tenstessee—rivett- -91se-swillk-not
.Laid Upon Peanut Factory
back until next Thursday evening.
Floor- -nvestigation.
The Bottorff will leave Nashville
joday, get here tomorrow, and lay
here until noon Monday before deChief James Collins yesterday got parting for Clarksville.
a message over the long distance teleThis morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
phone from the sheriff at Metropolis, Fowler skips out for Cairo and gets
Ill., asking that Howard Lynn be back tonight.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansarrested and held here until she
Illinois authorities could come for ville yiesterday and coming back tohim. It is claimed that Lynn raped morrow, lays here until Mionday bea 16-year-old girl out in Massac fore getting away on her return trip.
The John. S. Hopkins comes in tocounty near Metropolis. The warrant for him has been in the hands day from Evansville and returning
of she Paducah officers for some days, immediately, does not come back
again unite Tuesday.
the Metropolis sheriff sending it here.
The City of Sahel° will have St
lie could not be located and yesterLouis this afternoon and get here
oss word from .the sheriff says the
tomorrow night late en route to the
latter learns Lynn has dropped into Tennessee river.
1 sducah, and requests his immediate
The Peters Lee will get to Cincinarrest. As yet the police have not nati Tuesday and leave there Wedsucceeded in ferreting out his where nesday en route back this way for
bouts. He is a light-haired young Memphis.
fellow with a 'hatchet' face, so exThe Georgia Lee goes down toplained the Metropolis officer.
day boturd for Memphis from Cincinnati.
Street Obstructions.
The City of Savannah is due to
out of the Tennessee river topass
The police department has started
for Se Louis.
bound
day
a crusade against obstructions on the
Harvester yesterday carried
The
s;reets and it is (reported that warcoal to Cairo for the
rants will be issued for a number of 20 barges of
Kentucky coal company.
West
partiee leaving obstructions on the
The towboat Wilford will return
streets at night without
danger today with a tow of stone from the
lights on them.
Rosa Clair mines.
Yesterday The Sun
Publishing
The towboat Samuel will today be
company was warranted on
the let into the river from the dry docks
charge of leaving a big barrel out
where she has been undergoing reupon the sidewalk, in violation of the
pairs. Just as soon as she is off the
city ordinance and it is claimed that
Fannie Wallace will be pulled out.
a conaractor doing work for it left
Cairo, 22 2, rising.
the obstruction on the walk.
4-1-4÷1-1-1-4-1-14.÷4,+-1-1-84-1-t-t-t---s-r-.

Wielded His An.

WITT'S BOULEVARD-

LOST—Black sofa pillow embroidered in yellow, on Broadway street
me last night.
Finder return to
Rev. Newell at tog North Seventh
end be rewarded.

PADUCAH CHA UTADQUA

Wallace Park June 15-24, 1906
Program:

T. Mack, colored, was arrested yesLOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF •".
terday on the charge of drawing an
LATE ARRESTS.
ax upon Walter Collier out about
is
Harrison and Thirteenth streets, and
Police Think They Have the Chicken
threatening to cut the other's head
'
,
set
Read WATTS BOULEVARD.at
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
cff. Collier also claims Mack hit him
efiectich
Williasn
Mrs.
and
--Mr.
Thief.
17 Ili WANTED—Room and board for
with a big rock during a quarrel they have moved from West Jefferson
kire`ran. Address A Man, care Register.
had
-a eat
street to the Empire fiats on BroadLate last night officers Gourieira
be at---1—
way near Seventh.
and Senser arrested George Fraser,
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Lost His Ticker.
BeaCKING HOUSE CONDEMNED
—Miss Estelle Fristoe of this coun- colored, as a suspect, and the dewiling purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSstitferel
Robert Veheiteds, colored, reported ty, and Mr. W. S. Simmons of partment thinks he is the one who
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; doss not los.tIVO. 114waukee Officials Unite in DecLarto the policeseesterday that while he Graves county, were married yester- has been raiding the chicken coops
Calif dark and discolored
is
ing Establishment Insanitary.
was working at the peanut factory on day at the court house by Judge about the city.
•
The police allege
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT s1 z
Alilwausee. sets, sane 22.—Health first and Washington streets, he laid Lightfoot.
that Fraser has been disposing of a
—Roadmaster TbompsN of the I. number of chickens and not being
Centerissioner G. A. Bading and ifs watch down for a moment. About
Building Inspecor Kock have jointly that time he was called away, and on C., yesterday announced they were able eo give a satisfactory account of
condereued the packing house of returning, discovered his watch gone, arranging to put a fine steam heat- how they came into his posession, he
'Frek C. Gross & Co., Canal street also a small negro boy who had been ing plant in at the Union depot, so was arrested and charge/1 the offense
and Musgo avenue, for sanitary rea- left standing close by. He
BOLE AGENT, 16129 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
thinks the the building can be properly heated of chicken stealing.
next
winter.
ticker was taken by the lad who is
A well known ran about the city
151
:
1
e course of the reconnnenda- a stranger
—A street car struck the Hender- who gets on accasional sprees and is
to him.
tion order Beildine Inspec-or Kock
son Beevsery delivery wagon at said to abuse his family when in that
aays that is another example of the
Third and Washington streets yes- condition was found on the street
Annie
and
Her
Jag.
:unfitness of wood for buildings to be
terday, but did no damage except to near the city hall in a drunken conAnnie Tolliver, negrees, was locked
use for this purpose, arid he intibadly injure the horses legs. Tom dition by Lieut. Potter about
mates that he will permit-no more up by Officer Emile Gourieux who
Lindsey was driving.
night and locloe-d iste
packing hOuses i to be built with fcuncl her out about Ninth and Wash—Yesterday the remains of the four
woo&fl flocrie
ington streets in poseesion of a fuK
I•
Fourth of July Rates—Dates of
I.
teeFfest radical action tak- fledged jag that seemed to augment months' old son of Mr. and Mrs.
of
Mechanical:meg,
Davis
George
wsre
sale
July
2„;
and
4th,
'906,
limited
en by any health department in the her cursing proclivities as she was
country, it is believed, to better con- paying her vulgar respects to every- taken to the Grewer cemetery for in- to July Elfh, 19°6, for return. Tickterment. The child died of consump- ets can be sold to all stations on the
ditineis grit brought to general at- body who came along.
tion, while its mother is very ill with Illinois Central railroad in Illinois,
tention by the Neill-Reynobbi govIndiana arid Isbiesouri, to which the
the same complaint.
•ernmertt tepsre.
Cow Taken Up.
one way rate is $7.50 or less, and. to
The police have at headquarter;
all points, south of the Ohio river.
P. T. M. C.
NOTICE.
a fine red jersey cow with crop off
Also points on the Y. de M. V. R. R..
'All patties baying claims or de teft ear, the
animal being taken up There will be a special meeting of the A. & V. .Ry. and V. S. & T. R. R.
-mends against -Mrs Meeleie Donnaon the streets by the catcher, and Paducah Traveling Men's club to- 'Round trip rate, one and one-third
way Kelley, deceased, will please pre- will be sold
if the owner is not night at club rooms at 8 o'clock. All fare.
sent. same .to me at..once, . properly
members urged to attend.
found.
proven or payeent.'
H. M. HECHT, Sec'y.
Los Angeles, Cal—National EduKATTF.RTOHN.
W.
G1
(E
Convention.
Association
Park
cational
Fight.
F.xecutor and Trustee
The county authorities are investi- Dry Dock Dewey Safely
Dates of sale June 25th to July 7th.
Next to Kentucky Theatre on N orth Fifth street they can s awe y•s.
In Straits of Malacca. tgio6. Final limit September t5th money, and take your old wheel i n exchange. WE
gating a big fight which occurred
Notice.
WANT AN UNPenang, Strait, Settlements, June Igoe Round trip rate $62.50.
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Parties having claims against M. shortly before one o'clocke yesterday
H. Ingram, deceased, will please file morning right before there broke up 21.—The United States dry dock
—Appraisers yesterday finished ;Ts-the public dance given at the wanes.. Dewey,. _hound for the Philippine
mane p-operle proven- at rxm'A,
the jewelry stock of John
voicing
park
the
in
today
pavilion.
s
Islands,
sighted
It
is
Executor,
understood
Remember this ii the cheapest house In -lbws on Bicyles and everythat
SWLEIGH,
Gt.n. l
J. Bleich, whic'n they valued at thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel.
Fieveral revolver
Expert
were drawn and Straits of M-alacca,.
6ot North Sixth street.
She reported all well.
some firing done, but nobody hurt to
machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
$1.486
amount to anything. The trouble
troke up the dance.

Green River Stone

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.

efore Trading Your
Icyc e 111 00
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCLE.00

Nothing

Is better for summer
pure
complaints than
home made

Blackberry Cordial
We have the genuine article in 25c,
soc and jt bote:!es.

W kLKER & CO.,

N., C. & St. L. Reduced' Rates for
the Fourth of July.
The N., C. & St. L. Ry. announces
that 4_for the Fourth of Juily tickets
will be on sale July 2nd, 3rd and
title limit July 8th, to and from all
points in the southeast, including St.
Donis, Mo., at one and one-third
fare for the round trip, minimum
raise 50 cents.
Budwisee king of bottled beer, in
finely 'fee casts of two dozen
Gottles to the case delivered to any
part of the city on short notice. Anhauser-Barsch Beewing association
branch. 'Both 'phones 112.
J. H
Steffiu, manager.

INCORPOLVtED.
Work of laying the concrete walkFifth and Wway. ways was started
4Drugg1sts
at the couithouse
Both Phones :75.
yard.

0110•••••

BUY

TRADEWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST
otha e1 epII ones 25 4.
Coal for.wagons:atlElevator _
Foot of
k"
it Ii61,

Mm0.

S?rileleOt

.8•amistbsi

West Kentucky Coal Co.
Incorporated.

eaMi

0

•

